We consider the U (1) gauged two-component Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model in 3+1 dimensional Minkowski spacetime, which supports non-topological soliton configurations. Here we found families of axially-symmetric spinning gauged Q-balls, which possess both electric and magnetic fields. The coupling to the gauge sector gives rise to a new branch of solutions, which represent the soliton configuration coupled to a circular magnetic flux. Further, in superconducting phase this branch is linked to vorton type solutions which represent a vortex encircling the soliton. We discuss properties of these solutions and investigate their domains of existence.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a long time now, much attention has been paid to the soliton solutions of various classical field theories. Solitons arise in various areas of theoretical and mathematical physics. These spatially localized field configurations are widely used in many different contexts in several directions including condensed matter physics, cosmology, classical and quantum field theories, nuclear physics and other disciplines. In many cases existence of the solitons is related with topological properties of the system, their stability is secured by the conservation of the topological number, see [1] . There are soliton configurations of another type, so called non-topological solitons that appear as global minima in the corresponding classical action, see e.g [2, 3] . A remarkable class of non-topological solitons commonly referred to as Q-balls, exist in the field models possessing an unbroken, continuous global symmetry [4] [5] [6] . These configurations carry a Noether charge associated with this symmetry, they are time-dependent solitons with a stationary oscillating internal phase.
Configurations of this type were introduced by Rosen in 1968 [4] , later they were revisited by Friedberg, Lee and Sirlin in two-component model with symmetry breaking potential [5] . In 1985 Coleman found another realization of Q-balls considering a single complex scalar field in a model with a non-renormalizable self-interaction potential [6] .
The Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model provides an interesting example of Q-ball solutions in a simple renormalizable scalar theory with minimal interaction and symmetry breaking potential. In this model the complex scalar becomes massive due to the coupling with the real scalar field, since the latter has a finite vacuum expection value generated via a the action, the boundary conditions imposed to get regular solution and establish the field equations. The numerical results are presented in section 3, where we investigate properties of these gauged spinning Q-balls and determine their domains of existence. We give our conclusions and remarks in the final section.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the U (1)-gauged two-component Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model, which describes a coupled system of the real self-interacting scalar field ψ and a complex scalar field φ, dynamically coupled to an Abelian gauge field A µ . The corresponding Lagrangian density is
where D µ = ∂ µ + igA µ denotes the covariant derivative, the Abelian field strength tensor is F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ with electric components E k = F k0 and magnetic components B k = ε kmn F mn , g denotes the gauge coupling constant and m is the coupling constant. The potential of the real scalar field is
thus, ψ → 1 in the vacuum, the U (1) symmetry is broken inside the Q-ball and the gauge field A µ becomes massive. In some sense, the gauged Q-ball behaves like a superconductor [21] , here the component ψ plays the role of the order parameter. The normal phase corresponds to the case ψ = 0, then the model (1) is reduced to the usual scalar electrodynamics which does not support non-topological solitons. Note that the model (1) may be considered as a truncated version of the Witten's model of superconducting cosmic strings with U (1) × U (1) local gauge invariance [23] . Such a theory supports stationary vortex solutions [24, 25] , it also admits the vortons, they represent the vortex rings stabilized by charge, current and angular momentum [26, 27] . As we will see, the gauged Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model also supports stationary superconducting circular loops with non-zero angular momentum.
The parameter µ defines the mass of the real component ψ, the complex field φ becomes massive due to the coupling with its real partner. The electromagnetic coupling also contributes decreasing the effective mass of the field φ, as the coupling g increases from zero. In the limit of vanishing mass parameter µ → 0 but fixed vacuum expectation value, the real scalar field becomes massless and thus long-ranged. Note that the complex component φ still acquires mass in this limit due to the coupling with the Coulomb-like field ψ.
The model (1) is invariant under the usual local U (1) transformations of the fields. The following conserved Noether current is associated with this symmetry,
with the corresponding charge Q = d 3 x j 0 . This current is a source in the corresponding
Euler-Lagrange equation for the electromagnetic field
Variation of the Lagrangian (1) with respect to the scalar fields leads to the equations of motion
Notably, the flat-space localized regular solutions of the Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model (1) exist in the limit of vanishing scalar potential, µ → 0, when the vacuum expectation value of the real component ψ is kept non-zero [7, 8] . They represent gauged Q-balls with a long-range massless scalar component.
In the opposite limit, µ → ∞, the real component of the model (1) trivializes, ψ = 1, and the massive complex field φ satisfies the usual equations of classical scalar electrodynamics. Clearly, spatially localized stationary spinning solutions of this equation do not exist in the flat space.
A. Spinning axially-symmetric gauged Q-balls
We are interested in stationary axially-symmetric solutions of the model (1). The usual ansatz for the scalar fields is
where ω is the spinning frequency of field, and n ∈ Z is the azimuthal winding number. In the static gauge the electromagnetic field can be parameterized as
Substitution of this ansatz into the definition of the U (1) charge Q yields
which is different from the particle number
Further, one can expect the usual angular frequency range, which for the ordinary Q-balls in the decoupled limit g = 0 is determined by the explicit structure of the potential, will be affected by the electromagnetic interaction.
The stationary spinning axially symmetric configuration possess angular momentum which is obtained from the T 0 ϕ component of the stress-energy tensor,
where the contributions of the electromagnetic field is
The angular moment of the spinning gauged Q-ball is quantized in the units of the electric charge of the configuration, J = nQ [36] . The total energy of the system becomes
where X r,θ ≡ ∂ r,θ X, Y r,θ ≡ ∂ r,θ Y , and the electromagnetic energy density is
The corresponding field equations are
Here the last equation represents the Gauss law, it has to be considered as a constraint imposed on the system. Setting n = 0 reduces the equations (12) to the spherically symmetric gauged Q-balls, considered in [22] . Here we mainly focus on the investigation of the axially symmetric solutions with n = 1, evidently the main difference is that these configurations possess both electric and magnetic fields. As we will see, the presence of the magnetic field strongly affects the properties of the Q-balls. Note that the structure of the system of equation (12) suggests that, similar to the case of the spinning axially-symmetric Q-balls [8, 13, 14, 35, 36] , the solutions of the gauged Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model (1) may be either symmetric with respect to reflections in the equatorial plane, θ → π − θ, or antisymmetric. Here we restrict our consideration to the case of symmetric parity-even solutions. Further, in our numerical calculations we set m = 1 retaining other parameters of the model (1).
B. Numerical scheme and the boundary conditions
To find numerical solutions of the coupled partial differential equations (12) we used the software package CADSOL based on the Newton-Raphson algorithm [37] . The numerical calculations are mainly performed on an equidistant grid in spherical coordinates r and θ. Typical grids we used have sizes 70 × 60. In our numerical scheme we map the infinite interval of the variable r onto the compact radial coordinate x = r/r 0 1+r/r 0 ∈ [0 : 1]. Here r 0 is a real scaling constant, that is used to improve the accuracy of the numerical solution.
Typically it is taken as r 0 = 2 − 6. Estimated numerical errors are of order of 10 −5 .
The system (12) represents a set of four coupled elliptic partial differential equations with mixed derivatives, to be solved numerically subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. As usual, they follow from the condition of regularity of the fields on the symmetry axis and symmetry requirements, as well as the condition of finiteness of the energy of the system. Explicitly, at the origin we impose
while the boundary conditions on spatial infinity are
Finally, to secure the condition of regularity on the symmetry axis we impose there the boundary conditions
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Spherically symmetric solutions of the gauged Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model have been studied before [22] . The general pattern is that the n = 0 gauged Q-balls exist in the restricted domain of values of the parameters of the system, there is a critical solution with maximal charge and energy. The repulsive electromagnetic interaction reduces the allowed range of values of the angular frequency of the spinning gauged Q-ball, in the decoupled limit the ordinary Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin Q-balls exist for all non-zero values of scaled frequency ω ∈ [0, ω max = 1]. Here the upper bound corresponds to the mass of the complex scalar field, as ω approaches the upper bound, the size of the Q-ball is decreasing and the configuration tends to the perturbative spectrum of linearized excitations.
For axially symmetric solutions of the gauged model (1) the frequency ω is also bounded from above. As we shall see, the electromagnetic coupling affects the lower critical value of the frequency, which is no longer equal to zero.
To demonstrate the effects of electromagnetic interaction on the spinning solutions, we exhibit in Fig. 1 the total the angular frequency ω at a given value of the gauge coupling g = 0.1 and some set of values of the mass parameter µ (left plot) and for some set of values of the gauge coupling at fixed mass µ = 0.25 (right plot). First, we observe that the solutions exist as the gauge coupling remains relatively weak, for µ = 0.25 the allowed range of values of the coupling is restricted as g ≤ 0.15. Indeed, as the gauge coupling increases, the electrostatic repulsion becomes stronger than the scalar attraction and localized solutions cease to exist. On the other hand, the critical value of the gauge coupling depends on the value of the mass parameter, it increases as µ decreases. The upper critical value of the angular frequency still remains ω max = 1. Indeed, as r → ∞ the system (12) with the boundary conditions (14) is approaching the usual Laplace equation for all components, the fields become oscillating as ω > ω max . Evidently, such a system cannot support localized solutions. However, both the energy and the charge of the gauged axially symmetric Q-balls do not diverge as ω → ω max , see Fig. 1 . The spinning gauged Q-balls smoothly arise as the angular frequency is decreasing below ω max , see Fig. 1 . Forming a branch of solution, which are similar to the ordinary Q-balls, these configurations evolve smoothly as the angular frequency is decreasing. The solutions posses both electric and magnetic field, which is generated by the Noether current j µ (3). The corresponding toroidal magnetic field encircles the Q-ball, as seen in Fig. 2 . Further, the electric charge of the configuration is vanishing at the center of the spinning gauged Q-ball, it is pushed outwards.
As the gauge coupling is small enough, the electromagnetic energy of the spinning Qball remains smaller than the other contributions to the total energy (11), further, on that branch the contribution of the electrostatic energy is much higher that the energy of the magnetic field of the configuration. We will refer to that branch as "electric" one. Note that the U (1) symmetry remains broken inside the Q-ball, so the configurations remains in the "superconductive" phase. The characteristic size of the gauged Q-ball increases as the angular frequency is decreasing along the electric branch, hence both the current j µ and associated magnetic field, become stronger. For some critical value of the frequency ω min the value of the real component of the configuration on the x − y plane approaches zero, then the electromagnetic field becomes massless on a circle in the equatorial plane. As a result, the energy of the magnetic field becomes higher than the electrostatic energy of the spinning Q-ball.
As the angular frequency increases, the magnitude of the magnetic field increases significantly, the second, magnetic branch of solutions extends forward and the energy of the configuration increases rapidly, see Fig. 1 . In other words, strong magnetic field forms a domain of "normal" phase inside of a superconductor. Further evolution along this branch, in general is not monotonous, for small values of the mass parameter µ additional branches may arise. However, in the presence of the gauge field the angular frequency is not quite appropriate physical quantity, which is, however, a useful parameter in our numerical simulations. Since for the gauged Q-balls the total energy and the charge decrease and increase simultaneously, these quantity possess extrema at the same critical values of angular velocity, the relation holds [31, 40] ∂E ∂Q = ω Thus, it is instructive to consider the curves of dependency E(Q), exhibited in Fig. 3 . The cusps on these curves occurs at the minimal values of the charge Q, where the lower (electric) and upper (magnetic) branch merge [38, 39] . Evidently, existence of two different solutions with the same value of charge Q indicates that the more energetic configurations on the upper branch are unstable, the cusps usually indicate the boundary between the regions of stability of gauged Q-balls. One can expect the magnetic branch could be unstable. Our simulations show that along the magnetic branch a plateau of zero values of the real component is formed, the domain of normal phase further extends as the frequency grows. In Fig. 4 we plotted the profiles of the field components X(r, π/2), Y (r, π/2) on the equatorial plane for 4 different branches at the same values of the angular frequency ω = 0.60 and µ = 0.01, the corresponding configurations are labeled by the dots on the curves in Fig.1. Further, in Figs. 5,6 we exhibit the distributions of the energy density and the electromagnetic energy density of the corresponding configurations as functions of the cylindrical coordinates ρ = r sin θ and z = r cos θ.
The magnetic branch exist for all non-zero values of the mass parameter µ, it extends almost linearly with ω. Further increase of the frequency leads to expansion of the domain of normal phase in which the real component of the configuration is trivial, ψ = 0, and both electromagnetic and complex field are massless. Thus, the magnetic field of the vortex becomes stronger and the circular wall which separates the phases ψ = 0 and ξ = 1, approaches to the step function as the angular frequency continues to increase.
The situation is different for the spinning gauged Q-balls with long-range component X(r, θ). This corresponds to the case of vanishing potential U (ψ) (2), however, the vacuum expectation value of the real massless scalar field still ψ remains nonzero [7] . We observe that in the limit µ → 0 the magnetic branch disappear and both the energy and the charge of the configuration diverge at some critical minimal value of the angular frequency ω min , as shown in Fig. 1 , left plot. The minimal critical value of the frequency increases with the gauge coupling.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our investigation confirms the existence of new type of axially-symmetric solutions of the U (1) gauged Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model. They exhibit examples of the configurations with both the electric charge and toroidal magnetic field, which forms a vortex encircling the configuration. These gauged Q-balls possess a quantized angular momentum, J = nQ. We observe that the gauged Q-balls exist for relatively small values of the gauge coupling, increase of the coupling yields stronger electromagnetic repulsion which makes the configuration unstable. Addressing the frequency dependence of the stationary rotating Q-balls we we found that the solutions exist only in a frequency range, which is restricted from below by some critical frequency ω min . The value of ω min depends on the strength of the gauge coupling. A novel feature of the gauged axially symmetric Q-balls is that the corresponding branch structure is different from the ordinary Q-balls, a new magnetic branch arises at ω min , it extends forward as the frequency increases. The contribution of the magnetic energy is dominating along this branch, strong magnetic field of the vortex destroys the superconductive phase in some region inside the Q-ball. To our best knowledge, such vorton type solutions have not been reported in the literature before.
The work here should be taken further by considering the axially symmetric gauged Qballs in the single component model with sextic potential [13, 14, 35, 36] . It is intriguing to find in this model the solutions, which represent magnetic Q-balls, and investigate their properties. Another interesting direction is to investigate the axially symmetric, rotating magnetic boson stars and corresponding hairy black holes, presence of the toroidal magnetic field may lead to new interesting phenomena, in particular in astrophysics and cosmology. Finally, let us note that on the spacial asymptotic the system of dynamical equations (12) with the boundary conditions (14) is reduced to the standard harmonic equations, both for the scalar fields and for the components of the vector potential. Thus, by analogy with the ordinary Q-balls [13, 14, 35] , one can expect existence of two types of solutions, possessing different parity. In the present paper we restricted our consideration to the n = 1 parityeven gauged Q-balls, we hope to address the systematic study of parity-odd solutions of the gauged Friedberg-Lee-Sirlin model in our future work. 
